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McMasters and Aikman Top Vote-Getters
’The Good Guys
Over A.R.M. Ticket
By Ito-1 Margin
By JUDI, RICKARD
Daily Campaign Writer
A record -shattering unofficial %titt of 6.163, tabulation prob.
er tur
lems and confusion over elect’
night charges bogged dovin the election naachiner as top te.o candidates Jim NliAlasters anti l)ae Aikntan and their slates 6ere forced
into a runoff election to he held
next week.
slate. Jim Mellasters, Rol) Foss and Bob Kelley.,
polled 2,565 votes 10 AAA. ’date.
Dave Aiktnan, Mike Rutz and John
Murphy’s 1,277.
A majority vote, 3,082, was necessary
to elect a winner from this week’s twoday balloting. McMasters’ slate was 517
votes shy of the majority, forcing a
runoff election.
Dates of the runoff contest will be
determined by the Election Board, according to Chairman Jo Ann King.

The Good Goys

JIM McMASTERS

A.S. Judiciary Gives
Panty Raid ’Priority’
Terming the charges against four
members of the Theta Chi fraternity
"a top priority matter," the A.S. Judiciary has set the "panty raid" hearing for Monday at 2:30 p.m.

a

Today’s
World News
At a Glance

Med from the Associated l’resto
VORK - Now trouble broke
out at Columbia University in New
York City after several weeks of
peace, as memtvrs of the Students for
a Democratic Society seized and barricaded the mathematics building yesterday. A university spokesman said
they were violating a recently seemed
court order banning such seizures.
(C

Stoughton 1.ynd. eonCHICAGO
troversial former Yale history professor. and 27 other persons convicted or
intetiering with police during the
Democratic National Convention, were
fined a maximum of $500 each yesterday. Joseph Ettinger, counsel for the
defendants, immediately filed notice of
appeal of the conviction and sentence.
CHARLESTON, S.C. --- Mrs. Martin
Luther King Jr., continuing her slain
husband’s civil rights campaign, lett
about 2,000 marchers yestervlay in a
demonst rat ion support ing st riking
Black hospital workers. Charleston’s
struggle has "become a national test
of purpose with tremendously important implications for decent -minded
Amerleans everywhere," Mrs. King
Mated.

According to Chief Justice Lew Solitske, the Theta Chi appeal of the athletic suspension recommended by the
Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC1 Judiciary and approved by Dr. David G.
Barry, interim executive vice president, will also be considered at the
afternoon hearing.
Commenting on why the matter has
been scheduled for an immediate hearing, Attorney General Roger Olsen
said, "The fraternity, the administration and the attorney general’s office
have all agreed that it is a priority
matter. Essentially it fits into the
calendar well and we feel that it is an
internal affair that needs to be handled
now."
Olsen went on to explain that the
case is very complex. "There is a
question of fairness and whether
proper procedure was used by the IF(’
Judiciaty." Ile pointed out that the
key element is the fact that the administration has appealed one of the
IFC recommendations to the A.S.
Judiciary.
Asked why he had referred the
recommendation to the A.S. Judiciary
for further action, Dr. Barry. who
handled the rase for the president’s
office said, "Because of the serious nature of the charges involving physical
assault, I wanted to be certain that
thr student judiciary structure had a
full opportunity to eonsider the ease.
"Options exist for such review and
I chose to have the general Judiciary
of the A.S. perform further review
rather than referring it back to one
of the special Juilicialy struetures
which had already reached a judgment."
Pressed for particular details Dr.
Barry stated, "I don’t want to discuss any details of the case further
because it is still under consideration
by the A.S. Judiciary."

LANGAN THIRD
Third place slate, United Campus
Community, received 1,048 votes. Bill
Langan, John Merz and Reggie Toran
ran on that slate. New Direction candidate Grady Robertson received 348
votes. Change by Sense leader E.
Marles Alaimo polled 215 votes. Jeff
Mullins, New Liberal Coalition leader,
received 125. Write-in candidate Juan
*

*

*

Red-Eye’ Hits
Election Center
By BOB BRACKETT
Daily Campaign Writer
It was impossible to tell the candidates from the bystanders in Election
Central early this morning. All eyes
were red -- supposedly from the strain
of the campaign and lack of sleep!
Listening to the "soothing" tones of
"Alice’s Restaurant" coming from transistor radios tuned to KSJS, upwards
of 5() students remained in the Spartan Daily office as late as 3:30 a.m.
awaiting a final decision on the piesidential race.
Throughout the first five hours of
the ’’evening" vigil, students scurried
in and out of Election Central as KSJS
relieved the boredom with numerous,
time-killing interviews.
At one time over 100 students crowded into the room to hear "discussion.s"
over charges filed against "The Good
Guys" ticket.
As a rumored Election Board decision to disqualify the MeMasters ticket
proved to be false, tempers cooled and
excitement gave way to hunger pangs.
Hamburgers and coffee mysteriously
began to appear around the mom.
At 5 a.m., when the final ballots
were counted, less than 20 "die-hards"
were still in evidence. By this time very
few students were still coherent enough
to get excited.

AIII 11, PrOgreSSiVe Student Coalition
candidate, polled 445 votes.
Election tabulations are incomplete.
By 5 a.m. this morning, election officials had totaled A.S. presidential ballots and completed lower division representative tallies. The final tabulations will be completed today, according to Miss King.

’HOPE WITH ME’
MeMasters commented that "people
seemed to show hope with me, but not
with my slate." Ile said, "It’s a shame
that people are acting as such Nair
losers."
He hopes to emerge the victor in the
runoff. He doesn’t look at himself as
"a political conservative," but likes to
consider himself "a little liberal."
As far as election night charges are
concerned, McMasters said, "I don’t
know what the charges are, so I can’t
answer as to their validity." He said,
"They’re going to have to prove them,"
and added that he "can’t see how they
can substantiate them."
Aikman mulct not be reached for
comment.
In a surprise move, Bill Langan
threw his support to McMasters.
The United Campus Community slate
leader "offered real appreciation for
those who helped us." He said he "understood there are charges being filed
against McMasters," a 1 t houg h he
"doubts that Roger Olsen, a Dick Miner appointee, will prosecuteor he
will certainly delay any significant
action because of his association with
Aiktnan, Jim Brewer and Miner until
they see if they can pull it off in the
runoff election."
’SO DISSATISFIED’
He speculated that "voters were so
dissatisfied that they wanted a complete change, and any association in
whatever manner, the.y would not want
to support."
Olsen could not be reached for comment this morning.
Four lower division representatives
were elected from a slate of 11 candidates. Pam Hubbard received 724 votes,
Jeff Potts was elected with 721, Bienda Johnson I’VeeiVed 557, anti Steve
Takakuwa, 638.

DAVE AIKMAN

Voters Smash Record
In A.S. Election Race
Amid cries of student apathy and
"non-vote" t u rnout s, SJS’ voters
smashed Associated Students tA.S.)
race voting records at the polls this
week.
The total vote cast in the two-clay
election was:
6,163
The previous all-time voting record,
5,712 votes, was recorded in the A.S.
presidential race. April 19 and 20,
1967, which elected John Bruckman
student body chief executive.
A near-record voting tally of 5,161
was recorded in April, 1965, when
candidate John Hendricks was elected
to A.S. presidency.
Voting totals, which have varied
from a low of 2,818 to the school record of 5,712. during the past five years,
have forced only one tun -off election,
that being last spring.
The spring 1968 primary election
totals forced candidate John Graham,
with 1,269 votes, into a run-off race
with contender Dick Miner, with 1,208
votes.

Miner emerged the victor after a
general election which featured an
overall vote of 4,342, almost a thousand more than the primary’s total.
Candidates that semester had to deal
with the new regulation requiring a
majority, rather than plurality vote,
for election.
The special election held the previous semester pitted acting president
Vic Lee against Concerned New Politics candidate Nick Kopke. Lee, who
filled in the chief position after president Jerry Spotter’s May 22, 1967
resignation, polled mom than 56 per
cent of the vote in the Oct. 12 election.
His landslide victory, 2.509 votes out
of 4,463 cast, placed him 2,023 votes
ahead of Kopke, with 486 votes.
The spring 1967 election, vvith its
record turnout, saw John Bruckman
elected with 1,912 votes over Dick
Miner’s 1,209 total.
Bruckman was later disqualified for
violating election procedures and Jerry
Spoiler, elected in April, 1966, was
continued in office indefinitely by the
student judiciary.

May 12AFT Strike Appeals
May 12 has been set as the date for
the State Personnel Board to hear the
reinstatement appeals cif the 22 SJS
instructors involved in the American
Ferlet talon of Teacher’s AFT) strike
in January.
A spokesman for the board has said
the striking teachers appear to have
been reinstated. The May 12 hearing
is to determine if the strike caused
absences were justified If the absences
"without leave" are justified, the instructors will not lose their tenure
and other Ivnefits, the spokesman
said.
"I hope that the attorneys of both
parties, the AFT and the college, will
say to the board there has been a

prior agreement. as there has been,
and no further hearings are necessary," Dr. John Sperling, president of
statewide AFT’s in California, said
yesterday.
"The state college administration is
under the misapprehension that it cannot reinstate without approval of the
State Personnel Board," Victor J. Van
Bourg, a San Francisco attorney representing the teachers, said.
The board hearing. which will be
held at 2 p.m. May 12 at the state
building in San Francisco. should determine if the college administration
does not have the authority to guarantee reinstatement of instructors who
have been "absent without leave" for

more than five days.
Reinstatement appeals of the 319
faculty members who were involved in
the San Francisco State strike four
months ago will also be considered at
the same time.
The SJS faculty members to be considered by the board include:
Bernadene Allen. James Hawkins,
DAViC1 Asquith, Robert Gliner, Richard
I,ynds, Rolwrt Freimark. Rogelio Reyes,
Mark Goodman, John Sperling. Thomas
Mueller. Craig Harrison, Anthony D’Abbracci, John Calm, Wilfred Iltis,
Kichung Kim, Roland F. Lee. Richard
Waswo, Sybil Weir, Nils Peterson,
Don Dietiker, Richard Tansey, and
Eldred E. Rutherford.
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R’hen the press is free, it may be good or bad
freedom it can never be anything but bad.
Bill ffurschmann
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but certainly
without
--Albert Camus

Roger Chapman

EDITOR’S NOTE: Because of the number of candidate% and the Daily’s attempt
to give fair and equal eoverage to each,
we cheer not to publish columns which
might have had an effect on the election.
Now, with the run-off election, we will
fairly comment on
allow eoltunnists
any candidate.

Advertising Mgr.

Editorial

Computer Benefits
Not enough persons realize that computer registration means a great deal

needs will dictate the schedule of
classes.

more than an end to the long lines

Stutlents disgruntled because of the

students during registration

requirement that fees must be paid by
Aug. 1 should realize that this is neces-

week.
will be a boon

sary to establish the number of stu-

to the student in a variety of ways.

dents who actually vs ill attend SJS in

perhaps least of all in saving hint a few

the fall.

Computer registraC

Previously, the number of students

hours of line standing.
Primarily. computer registration will
prov ide for a vastly more efficient allocation of the resources a% ailable to
SJS in the way of teachers and classrooms. Because tentativ e class schedules must be submitted before June
(). the

arious departments will know

where the need for classes exists. and
make up class schedules accordingly.
In other words. if 500 students express the need to take a certain class.
the department will realize that more
than three class sections are necessary
to meet the demand. Instructors will
he released from other classes where
student demand is not as great to teach
the classes the students need.
The class schedule no longer will
dictate to the students; the students’

accepted for admiss.

has always been
much higher than the number who actually showed *up registration week.
Although this inevitability is taken into
account. the registrar’s office can never
estimate with accuracy how many students will actually attentl SJS.
Needless to say. after a student has
paid s71). he is less likely to change his
mind about attending. lending the COM.
puter team a degree of accuracy in
their estimations.
Everyone will not he gil en every
class he requests. ’fills is the classic
economic problem of a limited amount
of resources to fulfill an unlimited
need. Or better, a dwindling .
of resources to fill an increasing need.
For this. computer reg is not to
blame.
G.P.

GAMBIT BY RICHARD BATTIN
A new act passed by the State legislatitre makes it "a misdemeanor for a person
to engage in, or a teacher or school official to knowingly permit, procure, assist
or emiteel a person to engage in, any
simulated act of sexual intercourse or deviate sexual conduct . . .
ler the jurisdiction . . . of any state college."
This act Ita- put a damper on the niultibillion dollar
hued sex act counseling
intlii-try on the -tate college campuses.
It is incitahle. as during prohibition,
that simulated sex act advocates will move
their nefarious activities underground.
Simply passing a law will not effectively
pre)ent these artivities.
It has been common knowledge for SOIlle
time that the syndicates have taken over
the majority of simulated sex act activities on the state rollege campuses.
Something had to he done, but some
college officials fear the new law will add
an attraetie clandestine air ill the industry which will be even ))))) re detrimental
to college students than the actual simuhttions.
Officials admit to the harm of those
simulations hut conjecture that the dirty
under which illegal counselcontlit
ing. %ill hint- to be administered will con_
LEATHER -SUEDE- FUR
ANCIENT & USED
JACKETS & COATS
2000 of th,n
$2 to 819

PEGGY
IMPORTS
"the grootiest stnre
in the whole world"
159 COLUMBUS AVE.
CORNER PACIFIC AVE.
SAN FRANCISCO
I/2 block below
City Lifts Bookstore
DAILY 10:30 A.M.-7 P.M.
PHONE 9$1-5176

siderably multiply the harm inflicted on
innocent college students.
Unless this law can be enforced effectively to prohibit these simulated acts of
sexual intercourse or deviant sexual conduct on state campuses, the bill inevitably
will fail.
Already a grass roots, "Repeal Section
314.4 of the California State Penal Code"
movement has spread to many of the
state colltges. It originated in the birthplace of sexual sinitelat’ s: Chico State.
Buttons are being mass produced with the
slogan, "Repeal 314.4. Let the Actors Have
Their Fun."
But this reactionary movement is typical iet that it wants to destroy, to abolish
this legislation. but it offers no viable
alternative or solut
to the rising tide
of simulated sex acts being performed by
college students.
Suggestions by some that students
switch to the real thing, rather than
simulations, is the kind of loop-holesearching manuevering that’s not going to
bring about any type of effective control.
It is hoped a solution will be reached
before the promottrs of sexual simulation
clash violently with iis opponents, causing even more turmoil on the state college campuses.

"I thought they wanted the R.O.T C. OFF campus ... !"

Staff Comment

Successful Campaign Formula
EDITOR’S NOTE: Any connection bethr recent A.S. campaigners and
electioneers In this article Ls strictly
coincidental. This editorial is not attempting to equate a third grade Cialifi with
student gov
tit. nor is it casting derision on the rote of the A.S. president.

Chapel on the cafeteria ceiling and she’s
all yours.

tween

By BItt CE REILLY
In 1956 I had the honor of sening as
president of Mrs. Birdie’s third grade
class.
The experience was so beneficial to me
that I wish to present my formula for a
successful presidential campaign to all
struggling young student politicians who
may desire to make a run at sonic A.S.
office in co
g semesters.
STEP 1

GRASS ROOTS SUPPORT
Getting iiiii Moulted must he your first
concern. To accomplish this you should
obtain the undying support of the "grass
roots’ segment of your class. These are
the people who sit on the lawn at recess
pulling up blades of gra.s and nibbling
at the roots.
The adoption of this cow-like habit of
grazing has a brain-weakening effect, ntakMg these people very pliable. No matter
what your qualifications are, you can get
then) to stand up in class and place your
name in no
tion if they think you’re
One Of Them.
To get their support, go out to their
pasture during recess. Arm yourself with
the batting average of Willie Alays, a
resume of Portnoy’s Complaint. six dirty
jokes, and two or three tales of personal
adventure 1 the plot -line of Catelter ill the
Rye, substituting, yourself for the boy,
usually goes over well). Following these
simple suggestions. the grass roots support
is yours and your name will be placed in
nomination.
STEP 2 - - THE MACHINE
Once nominated you must start to build
a smooth running political machine. A
campaign manager is needed first. He
must be ruthless. charming, intelligent,
ambitious., and your best friend.
Next. single ottt the abltst art student
in the class to design all your campaign
posters. This usually will turn out to be
a tall, gangly girl wearing a sailor boy
dress, blue kaiee socks, brown loafers, and
blue rimmed glasses. Compliment her on
her latest attempt to duplicate the Sistine

*****************************************

STEP 3 FINANCING
This is the easiest step. Local big business or if your father is a mechanic, big
labor, is all too glad to finance the cane
paign of a rising political giant.
A brief inquiry into your academic future i"Stire this won’t hurt your 3.97
GPA?"1 precedes the presentation of $5
to hack your drive for the teakwood
gavel.
STEP 4 -- THE CANIPAIGN TRAIL
The secret to successful travel of the
campaign trail is not to offend anyone.
Ban, Right Guard, Lavoris. Certs, and one
of the 15,(X10 leading toothpastes should
become your constant companions.
During recess you must refrain from
participating in athletic contests for fear
of being areill.I.11 Of taking sides. Just stand
back and warmly congratulate the participants of both sides for thew fine
sportsmanship.
In your one opportunity to address your
constituents formally on election eve, remember that laughs are what they want.
Forget the "Ladies and gentlemen"
opening. Show your wit. Try "Fellow inmates" and after the laughter has died
down, follow with an uproadimis comedy
routine. Punctuate your speech with a few
impersonations that aren’t beyond anyone’s ability, like a Boeing 707, a machine
gun, and a dying swan.
EPILOGUE
If you follow those four easy steps, election day will offer no problem. Sit hack
the pre.idency is yours.
and relax
But, just to be safe, don’t play the good
sport and cast your vote for your oppoput that "X"
nent. Every vote 1.01111111
in your col
.
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty chance to
express their views on campus. local, national or intornational issues. Space Is allowed to encourege written debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Perry must not exceed 260 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 46-spece margins
and properly signed with The writer’s name and faculty er ASB number. The Daily will not print letters
which are libelous, in poor taste or include personal
affect. The editor reserves the right to edit or cull
When to conform to space limitations and to cease
publication of lefts rs dealing with subjects he beMires hove been exhausted
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Can help you open the door
Mayfair is now interviewing MEN &
Women fur training in Fashion Mod.
piing, Radio & TV Advertising, and
Drama. Mayfair is not a charm
sehool! It ix an approved professional
course with lirensed instructors. Stu.
dents in the Drums and TV rowers
ssill be placed in our own productions for pay and experienee. Many
Drama courses will he eritiqued by
well known profe.sional actors. Take
your swing at the big time. Call now
for your interview.
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Significant by their absence at the
heated candidates’ debate last Friday in
Morris Dailey Auditorium were presidential candidates Bill Langan and Jeff
Mullins.
Their presences had been eagerly
awaitetl by many who went to the debate.
Students were hoping the two might take
the opportunity to explain why they are
running on separate tickets. Shortly before the election they had been closer than
crossed fingers.
What had held them together was their
mutual resentment at what they considered abuses both political and personal
by the Miner administration.
Mullins had made his alienation oh%
, spearheading the Miner recall apparently until he saw it would lose, then
using the Daily as a scapegoat to get out.
But until Langan exposed his antiMiner position in ironic fashion 11te was
one of three prominent members of
Miner’s administration not to join the
A.S. president in signing his own recall),
outsiders had no way of guessing his
discontent.
Back in late October, in fact, the A.S.
vice president was quoted in the Daily:
"There was much internal fighting in
past administrations. but I don’t see that
at all this year."
Yet in a taped Daily interview (a seg.
ment not published) last week Langan
freely admitted lie was "not as faithful"
to Miner as the presidential assistant
whom he says is g,reatly responsible for
his political problems.
Mullins also undenvent a metamorphosis
concerning Miner, not to niention his own
political stance.
After resigning as treasurer and last
fall giving up as commissioner of educational reform (in a dispute with Miner),
however, he was back, writing Spartan
Daily columns knocking Miner. He was
also admittedly supporting Langan
lerate!"
Mullins calls a "
wl
hip lasted., alg noted, until
This relat
just before candidate announcements. At
that time, apparently, a revolutionary
fervor struck Mullins, for he announced
he would run for president as a "radical."
Of course, no one really knows. why
Mullins does things but Mullins. But most
people agreed his announced "radicalism"
(since amended to "New I.iberal Coalition
Party") and "hip" look would draw votes
away from other candidates on the political left.
But if the left did split it may have
paved the way for the anti-Miner man
from whom Mullins separated at the last
moment -- "moderate" Bill Langan.

JAPANESE
AND
ATMOSPHERE

TAKE A TRIP
take a trip to Reese’s Tobacco Shop
special tobacco blends, fill your pipe,
light tip and relax. It’s quiet, peaceful and air conditioned
there and it won’t cost you a thing.
hile there you might notice that Reese has one of the
largest selections of fine pipes and tobacco in the valley.
Go ahead enjoy yourself.
Grill) your pipe and
Piek one of iffeeme’s

9ujiyaina qarden44 Remaupant
Fujiyama Gardens Restaurant serves fhe best Japa
nese food in town. Lunches and dinners featuring sukiyaki, seafood, teriyaki chicken and teriyaki steaks
in a delightful atmosphere, overlooking beautiful Japanese gardens. Dine out this weekend at Fujiyama
Gardens,
t ,o 11tE11,11\ A1 I.
PHI) \I ..!.11 i
..1110.11.

.4111.M...D.M.411111.4M.M.del.,M0.1ƒ11.0.0010.41MA
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leeTheeTioebacconist

18474 Prospect Road
Payless & Behind Sees

Oppo:ite

Class Offers Better Representation
Sword Tips

Spartaguide
Mexican - American
Studen
Confederation, 8 p.m., Newman
Center. Meeting.
Hawaiian Club. 7 p.m., ED211
All members please attend. There
will be nominations for next
year’s officers at this meeting.
Young Republicans, 7:30 p.m.,
S210. Report on state convention.
TOMORROW
Intor-VarsIty Christian Fellowship, 7:30 p.m., ED120. Election
of Fall officers.

TODAY
Angel Flight, 7 p.m., MI-1324.
All angels attend. Anyone interested in becoming an angel is
welcome.
ADE, 8 pm., Royal Lanai RecRoom, 2155 Lanai Ave., San
Jose. John Gibas, area personnel
supervisor for Pacific Telephone,
will discuss his company’s use of
the Herzberg Theories of motivation and job enrichment. All
industrial engineers and their female guests are urged to attend.
Christian Science Organization,
7:30 p.m., Memorial Chapel. Business meeting will follow.

Engineering Jobs

TOURsDAV, 31AV 1
Department of Transportation.
Feder.d Highway Administration.
Majors, BS/MS Acctg.

A representative from the
Standard Oil C’ompany will be
on campus today to intervievv
mechanical and chemical engineering students now in their
sophomore year. U.S. citizenship
and a 2.8 GPA are required.
Interested students should sign
up immediately in the Student
Placement Office.

TWA. Majors, Any major.

Industrial Studies
Initiation Banquet

imiffilitimilimiimmilimilimmu Scheduled Friday
The SJS RHO Chapter of Epsilon Pi Tau, industrial arts
honor society, is having its annual initiation banquet tomorrow
in the Spartan Cafeteria at 7
p.m.
The guest speaker will be Bud
Weiss from General Electric who
will ditTuss "Nuclear Power and
Its Effects on Society."
Before the initiation a banquet
will be held in the College
Chapel at 6 pm. Members and
friends are welcome.
Reservations may be made
with the Industrial Studies Deext.
294-6414,
at
partment
2731. The price will be $3.50 per
person for a prime rib dinner.

Seven SaiL
STEAKS AND Sl’IRITS

BANQUET
FACILITIES
OWNED AND
BY
1.1
S.IS GRADS.
4942 Stes,r r Creek Blvd. EI mile past Valley Fair =
246-6658
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Art Cleaners
lo% DISCOUNT
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Oue Day Service
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
400 E. SANTA CLARA
293-4900
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By STAN TULLEDO
Daily Political Writ.er
A proposal to create a new
faculty organization has tx(en
recommended by a joint committee of the American Federation
of Teachers (AFT) and the Association of California State College Professors (ACSCP), Dr.
Manin Lee, president of the
ACSCP on campus, said Tuesday.
After a two-year study on the
possibility of creating a new faculty organization, an AFTACSCP ad hoc committee has
outlined procedures presently in
effect to establish zi new faculty
organization to be called the
Union of Associated Professors
(UAP), Dr. Lee disclosed.
Dr. Lee said after UAP is established. the Arr and ACSCP
will dissolve as faculty organizations.

Ity RON I.F:NT
Dalb Feature FAlitor
Sviushbuckling is a physical
chess game.
Specificaity, fencing is a oneto-orie confrontation with rapiers
- requiring a quick mind and
physical agility. With these
basic concepts understood, SJS
shidents Can obtain 30 free 40minute lessons under the tutelage
of Miss Jean Williams, instructor
in physical education, next fall.
How? By enrolling in Mis Williams’ half-unit WPE 24A. At the
first session, students are issued
a completely white fencing wardrobe including a face mask,
padded jacket and pants (no
minis, girls),
white glove for
foil hand and, of course, a sword.
However, before students am
turned loose with their borrowed
weapons, certain precaution.s
must be taken. First, a protective
tip is placed on the point of the
sword. The tip prevents messy
blood scenes that might other%%Ise occur when sword meets
torso.
’ON GUARD’
Secondly, mandatary instructions in rudimentary fencing
techniques are presented by Miss
Williams at this vane first session. The match-opening "on
guard" position. various advance
and retreat movements, balance
and the "lunge" movements are
all introduced to the neophyte
swordsman tor woman. as the
case might be).
While learning these introductory intricacies, the budding Zorros pair off and, upon instruction. take turns belting each
other on the shoulders with their
two-pound foils. "This enables
students to overcome psychological pain
aversions.
Students
immediately discover that the
blows do not cause real pain although they can definitely feel
the blows." she explained.
After this three to four sveek
indoctrination period, students
again pair off for controlled. supervised matches with their
equally titmice classmates. "I
will step in and stop the match
to give instructional techniques,"
Miss Williams smiled.

June and summer graduates
may s1gn up for appointments
hi the Placement Center, 122
S. Ninth St. Signups begin each
Tuesday before and up to the day
of the interview.

SJS Ski Club, 8 p.m., JC14I.
Club race results, election results, movie of club races, and
plans for "Beach Party."

New Faculty Group Proposed

To Fencers

Job Interviews

"The AFT and ACSCP and
many faculty members feel that
the piesent five faculty organizations are ineffective in dealing
with the problems facing colleges
today because the faculty Ls
split into too many groups," he
said.
In a brochure sent to all state
faculty members last week, the
joint committee stated, "A combined organization can exert
more political influence ... land)
do a more effective job of processing the grievances of faculty
members who suffer ill treatment
at the hands of administrators
or their collegues."
"Our objective Ls to establish
one responsible faculty organization to represent all rnllege faculty members," Dr. Lee emphasized,
According to the joint conunit-

Meryman Reviews
’Dissenting Academy’
"Dissenting Academy" by l’heodore Ftoszak is an attack on the
status and roles of the universities and colleges in the United
States. It was reviewed by Dr.
John Meryman, associate professor of psychology, at tile Faculty
Book Talk yesterday.
The book attacks the academic
advancement system, in which
faculty progress through the academic ranks to a full professorship.
The book ElISO attacks man’s
intellect only being used in service for profossionaliern, such as
when a faculty member receives
his major identification from his

’Campus Radicals
Use News Media’

LUNGE MOVEMENT
"For example." she continued.
"I might demonstrate the lunge"
(the basic attacking movement)
to the slower students. To offset this lunging forward offense,
the defender (pander) must protect himself.
To ward off an attack, the
parrier must u.se his sword to
block the aggressor’s sword
thrust. When a competitor’s
sword touches his opponent’s
anatomy, one point is registered
for the artful striker.
When a man garners five such
points during the six-rninute
match, he wins and the duel is
immediately terminated. Conyersly, when a woman scores four
points during a five-minute span,
she is. like her male counterpart, declared the vietor. If the
score Ls t.ied when time has run
out, a sudden-death period fol.

LOS ANGELE:S (AP) -News
media - particularly television -are alloming themselves to be
used by campus atuurhists because they are good copy, Glenn
S. Dumke, chancellor af the
California state colleges, said
yesterday.
He told the annual Writers
Conference at the University of
Southern California that the
tactics of anarchists should be
placed in context.
"There are more than a few
radical students who ham been
seduced by their sudden power.
They can disrupt, they can lead
strikes and they can plant bombs
-- -yes, they can even kill ... They
make good copy. They know it.
And the media know it.
"I believe I do understand why
the press mu.st report the violence of our times. The answer
must he right. out of the first
chapter of t.he first journalism
textbook ever written. They must.
because it’s news,"
report it

lowes a brief battle respite.

Dtunke said.

profession. Thus his allegiance
is primarily to his profesion.
The major dissent of the "academy" is the use of the trained
intellect for support of all governmental, industrial and military policy, and the notion that
the faculty member sells his intellect to the highest bidder (who
can support him financially).
The book is put together by
many faculty members from various universities and colleges.
One of these authors is an anthropologist. This anthropologist
feels there are few places
in the world today that an anthropologist can study. The world
is gradually being closed off to
them. This Ls because the information being accumulated by
American anthropologists will be
used in some way against the
country in which the anthropologist studies.
Dr. Meryman believes that
"The academia should be one of
the critical voices heard in America, it can serve as a social force,
and it should engage in social
and political action because the
university is indeed a political
institut ion.
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careers
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* Free coffee and
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ATLANTIC’S

cations will he collected.
After the UAP eonstitution is
adopted and statewide and local
officers are elected, the joint
committee. AFT and ACSCP will
dissolve, accoiding to the procedures outlined by the joint committee.
In addition to collective bargaining and direct action to increase faculty influence in state
colleges, the L’AP will have representatives before all decisionmaking bodies and provide UAP
members with all aStiltilance
necessary for the settlement of
their grievances, the joint committee said.

_ _

RECORD SALE

..ie

tee, UAP will attempt to secure
collective bargaining rights and
take direct action to achieve its
goals, as the AFT and ACSCP
have done in the past.
The California State Employees Association (CSEA I. the
American Association of University Professors (AAUPI and the
California College imd University
Faculty A ssoci a t ion ( CCUFA
have chosen not to support
UAP, the joint committee pointed
out. The reason for not supporting UAP is because an organization either opposes collective bargaining and direct action, in
favor of lobbying and peaceful
persuasion, or an organization
represents other employees of
the state besides college faculty
(CSEA), a conunitt ee member
explained.’
Today, campus chapters of
AFT and ACSCP will begin to
establish UAP "steering committees" to coordinate activities
until the new organization Ls able
to elect officers.
The joint committee has already( distributed UAP brochures
to all state faculty members
and will do so again on May 5;
membership applications will he
enclosed.
"We are attempting a return
to the faculty for advice and
guidance on the structuring of a
faculty organization," Dr. Lee
said.
"Faculty meetings at each college will be today thmugh May
15 to discuss the feasibility and
desirability of the new organizelion," the joint committee said.
At this time, membership appll-

boot ... with a full lo"
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Track’s Great Debate

ASTOR’S
COIN -OP
AUTO WASH
712

_

t e,,1). g.(1 alto the
of words yesterday with a
(1.:t counter to the prediction by
.1.:/in Carlos.
11, predicted that he and not
WOUld Will the 100 and
(
bleak the world’s record in Saturday’s invitational meet on the
track.
"If Juhn is lucky enough to
lin 9.1 he svill get a close sec-

n.oh

What is
Life?
"The mass of men," said the
New England philosopher,
Thoreau, "lead lives of quiet
desperation." That hardly
seems like living, does it?
But one can learn to live a
really satisfying life, a life
filled with purpose and
happiness.
Martin N. Heafer, of The
Christian Science Board of
Lectureship, says the first step
in living a full life is to understand God as divine Life, the
source of life. As we draw
closer to God our lives begin to
express the qualities of God,
such as wisdom, beauty, mercy
and love.

,a..1 .0,et: Ronnie Ray Smith."
Grcene boldly predicted in a call
to SJS yesterday.
"I’m surely not coming all the
way out there jUSt tu lose," the
Olympic silser medalist commented.
l’arlus had earlier boasted that
he would beat Greene and break
tiw 9 1 %1,1 Id I.:cord while
as 8.9. Greene
-

Moderne Drug, Co.
Professional Pharmacists
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.. owner

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

coder& TiPe cerilice

$

is a co-holder of that v(orld record and obviously doesn’t intend
gising it up.
Track officials have announced
that there will be no set time
for the 100 so that it can be 11111
when the wind speed iS the lowest to avoid a wind -aided time
from spoiling a world record.
Charlie, known for his coolheadedness in such affairs, has
let it be known that he won’t
be psyched by Carlos and that
necessary psychological advant.)ge both men are striving for
...old be the deciding factor of
the race.
As Coach Burl Winter, the
famous sprint coach whi has
produced so many sprint stars
.:1 SJS notes, "Inspiration and
mental attitude are more important than perspiration in this
sport."
There will be plenty of world
class performers at Saturday’s
meet to inspire all of the SJS
athletes to what could be personal bests in every event.
Geoff Vanderstock, the Amer-

************************

Special i zi ng in

You are cordially invited to
Mr. Heafer’s free public talk,
"What Is Life?" It may give
you a whole new slant on
living.

’,ea

RECAPPiNC
1 1)ay Service
211.0(11) Miles or 1 Year
\\linen Guarantee
Against Road Hazards

Christian
Science Lecture

1)re.terill

THE 19th ANNUAL
0

PUSH CART RELAYS
Sat.-May 3

John Marzano’s

Friday, May 2, 1969 at
8:00 p.m.
Piedmont Hills High School
1377 Piedmont Road, San Jose
Sponsored by
Third Church of
Christ Scientist
Child Care Provided

11:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

coder& ’Tire Service
90

N.

On llth St.

0

Free Fan For All

Montgomery

San Jose

Clil _41pLa

293-8131

Refreshments Will Be Sold
intotrir********************
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* INTERNATIONAL *
AA PROFESSIONAL SOCCER
SUNDAY, MAY 4, 1969 - 2:00 P.M.
SPARTAN STADIUM - SAN JOSE

lean record holder in the 400
meters; Frank Covelli, claimant
to the American javelin record
(he threw 272-2 last week at
Mt. Sac.1; seven -foot high jumper
lion Tull, plus weightmen Bruce
VVilltelm, Gary Ordway, arid
Larry Kennedy should bring the
meet alive.
Spartan pole vaulter Chris
Papanicolaou has been impressing Winter with his improvement
in practice this week.
Chris has been having trouble
with his running approach which
has kept him far below the 18-0
goal he set for himself this season. hut he appears to have
licked that problem.
Ed Martensen and Jeff Chase
of the Athens Club who have
both cleared 16-0 feet this season, as svell as Chris’ teammate
Sam Caruthers should provide
enough competition for a 17-0 or
more vault.
L.ee Evans, who wits named
College Athlete of the Week by
the Santa Clara Valley Sportswriters, will fill in for the injured Sam Davis on the SJS 440
relay team.
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Sigma Phi Epsilon defeated Sigma Pi 17-3 Tuesday to take over
first place in the North League
of fraternity fast-pitch softball.
Larry Short hit a grand slam for
SPE.
In the South League, SAE WM)
its third straight with a 4-3 win
over SNu. Alpha Tau Omega is
a half game behind at 2-0.
Tuday’s fraternity fast -pitch
games with field numbers in
(51; and KS vs. DSP tit). All
TC vs. SPi (11; Acacia vs.
DU (2); SPE vs. LCA (31; SX
vs. ATO (41; SNu vs. PiKA
(5); and KS vs. DSP (6).
games begin at 3:45 p.m.
- -

Starting from $135.00

National Pro Champs
vs.
Club America of Mexico City

San Jose will get its first look
professiortal soccer Sunday
t Spartan Stadium when the California Clippers play an exhibition game against Club America
of Mexico. Kickoff is 2 p.m.
Club America iS led by Jorge
"Coco" Gomez, who played for
the Mexican national team in

To the girl who knows what she
wants but not where to find it.
Match your style with our
many distinctive designs. And
ask us about our famous
Orange Blossom guarantee.

EDITOR’S NOTE: This is
the ’,mond of a four-part series previetting the SJS
ball

train’s

1969

porsonnel.

FLOOD CONTROL
DISTRICT
Salars $797
Openings for graduating
seniors in hydraulics
and water resources field

$1.50 WITH PRESENTATION OF ASB CARD AT GATE

For details contact,
An Equal Opportunity Employer

COUNTY OF
ORANGE

ADVANCE SALE ONLY AT CARROL & BISHOP
To East Santa Clara. ,an .1n,e
Tel: 2954371

I 7111

Basin Way
Saratoga
867-3117

14460 Big

Ru.ssia last year, and Brazilians
Jose Alvez and "Arlindo."
The clippers have a 3-1-1 record in recent international competition.
Special advance sale tickets
for SJS students are available
for $1.50 at Carroll and Bishop,
70 E. Santa Clara St.

Major Battle
For QB Spot

CIVIL
ENGINEER

Starting from $135.00

FOR SAN JOSE STATE STUDENTS ONLY

Soccer Stars Hit
Spartan Stadium

By KEVIN DOYLE
Daily Sports Writer
Offense is supposed to be 50
per cent of football but for the
past few seasons it’s been around
10 or 15 per cent for the SJS
football players.
New head football coach Joe
mcMunen and his 25-year-old
backfield coach John Mackovic
are doing all they can to even
off the percentages for the upcoming scrimmage Wednesday
evening, May 14.
McD,Iullen has narrowed his
quarterback selection down to
three - two juniors and a sophomore junior veteran Don Perkins, sophomore Pat Casey and
junior college transfer Ivan Lippi
from Sierra College.
Perkin.s ha.s the experience and
the arm but lacks the height
(5-10, 175) that McMullen and
Mackovic are looking for in their
signal -caller.
ipp:
Ole height (6-4, 220)

loge blotml:

California Clippers

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

MAJOR LEAGUE SOCCER comes to SJS Sunday when worldfamous Club America of Mexico City invades Spartan Stadium
for a 2 p.m. game with the California Clippers. It will be the
first international game in San Jose.

1-36119 or 831-2852

Itivailv..i%
Santa Ana. Calif.

8111-1].

Watch the world’s most popular sport as these two top pro teams battle
it out in San Jose’s first professional soccer game!

Nord)

but lacks enough speed to be the
clear-out starter. Lippi has been
hampered with an ankle injury of late and McMullen doesn’t
know at this time if Lippi will
be able to continue with Spring
practice.
Casey is the happy-medium between Perkins and Lippi, The
sophomore is 6-2, 195 (bigger
than Perkins) and has adequate
speed (better than Lippir and
hits been looking good.
The tailback position is being
occupied by senior Mike Scrivner from Vallejo. Scrivner has
been looking very good in practice and in last Saturday’s scrimmage scored five touchdowns.
Sophomore Al Harris Ls presently backing Scrivner. Harris
seems like a bright prospect to
McMullen but he has mised much
of Spring drills after an ankle
injury.
The fullback position is in
good hands with Frank Weirath
starting and 26-year old Jitn
Grosso as backup. Weirath is 5-11,
205 and strong enough to handle
the job always giving a 100 per
cent effort according to McMullen.
Grosso, only a junior, ha.s turned
out for football after playing
rugby so McMullen knows he’s
tough enough.
cated that he’s got a lot to learn
after laying off, but with his
hustle and determination he
should fill-in well.
The final running back spot
is being filled by Frank Slaton.
Slaton, who measures in at 5-5,
155, is small for flanker but has
enough natural ability to handle
the job and sprinter’s speed to
get away.
Slaton’s backup man in junior
college transfer Ron Enos who
has been shifted from quarterback lo flanker. Enos has been
bothered of late :with a hippointer.

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TICO S

REGULAR PRICES:
Advance

Day of Game

Adults

$3.00

$4.00

Family Plan (2 adults
4 children)

$6.00

$8.00

Citizens/Servicemen

$2.00

$3.00

1ACOS
Who Should R1111
The Student Body?
The student’s body runs best

Watch for new, of big international pro ,occer tournament at Stanford Stadium, Nlay 18 and May 23
with California

Clippers, West

England. Dttkla of
Portugal.

Czechoslovakia, and

Setubal of

Bromwich Albion of
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when it eats at Tico’s

Phone Orders 2974421
we,

4th and St. James

Child’s Play
Begins Run
On Friday

SJS’ Storytellers

One Nighters Studio
Did you know that SJS has its
ovvn band of traveling PlaYers?
Students at SJS are familiar
with ’evolutionary theater offerings. They have seen recently
the new Bantu players and
should vividly recall the Guerrilla Theater that tramped upon
the stage of Morris; Dailey last
fall to stir sympathy for the
San Francisco State strike and
raise heated tempers. They might
the
Pitchell
even
remember
Players from last semester.
But its the surest thing since
"Nlame!" that not many at SJS
have ever heard of the SJS
Storytellers.
In bureaucratise the Storytellers are known as "Activity Project in Oral Interpretation, two
units." Dr. Courtaney Brooks,
rofessur of drama. is the

A play for both children :Hid
adults, "Invisible People," opens
this Friday in the SJS College
Theatre at 4 p.m.
Performances of this Children’s
Theatre production will also be
given at 4 p.m. on May 8 and
9. Two showings are scheduled
on May 3 and 10 (Saturdays),
at 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. Tickets
for students and children are 75
cents. General admission is $1.
The tickets may be purchased
at the College Theatre Box Office between I and 5 p.m. daily.
"Invisible People" was written
by WilHain Lavender, one of an
increasing number of modern
children’s drama playwrights. His
story is about a little girl who
has invisible fanta.sy friends,
whom no one else can see.
Director Phil Flad, a.sistant
professor of drama, who believes
that children would enjoy live
drama mom if only they could
see it viith some regularity, is
also a magician.
Working a.s a magician, he
said, has given him a better
idea of what young audiences
appreciate. "The script of "People," though, doesn’t lend itself
to my magic talents," Flad said
with a wistful look.
Barb Meyer, Daniel Husak,
Carol Brolaski, Donna Federico,
July Foulkrod, and Timothy
Keene are some of the principal
players in the cast.

PREPARING FOR CONCERT, the SJS Men’s Glee Club rehearses this week for their annual spring concert tomorrow. The
Men’s Glee Club will join with the Women’s Glee Club and the
Chamber Singers at 8:15 in Concert Hall. The concert is free.
The program will open with three English madrigals by the Women’s Glee Club. High point of the second half will be "Stra
vinsky’s Mass" combining mixed chorus, brass ensemble and
harp.

r

baum featuring watercolors and
polyester-fibre sculpture,
will
open Friday at the Triton NIuseum of Art in Santa Clara.
Continuing
exhibits
includ
American Indian Art and arti
facts from the collection of Austen Warburton. a loan exhibit
by the early 20th century Spanish master Scrolla, and paintings
by Theodore Wores in the Shenson Pavilion.

Chopin Selections
Highlight Recital
By John Mayhew

Tickets fur

dance International Ball, origi-

bought
Dance

for

either

the

dinner,

tickets,

currently

on

nes-s Office, cost $1.25 per student, $10 for non students. Dinner tickets are $2.50 per student,
$10 for non students.
The Ball will begin at 7 p.m.
in the Starlight Ballroom with
an international buffet followed
at 9 p.m. with the dance featuring the music of the Johnny
Vaughn band.
Tickets will be sold tomorrow
night at the ballroom door.
------- - -

Bus. 272-2210
Res. 251-3126

New Charter Dates!
Pure jet on Certified Carriers
for students. foculty, employees and their immediate families.
ItIll ND TRIP
Aug. 3 -Aug. 31
Oakland/Amsterdam
June 26 -Sept. 11
Oakland/London
June 6 -Aug. 6
Oakland/London
June 18 -Sept. 12
New York/London

$299
$279
$289
$189,.

Make votir
It )k

N11..1111.;BSFIlP

heart of the close knit thespian group, and a look into her
office at SD110, with her at your
elbow to explain, is a good way
of learning what Storytellers is
all about.
The tools of the Storytellers
fill the room like so many colorful. if bulky, souvenirs, On the
file cabinets are several animal
inasks. A brown one with big
eyes catches the attention first.
"That’s one of the "three
bears." We have our own special version of the "three bears."
It’s for children, but it’s different. We stop the show at certain
times to ask the children in the
audience ’What’s going to happen next?’ We have our cavn ending too. Goldilucks becomes baby
bear’s little friend."
001(4. than the masks and the

simple costumes that am attractive and interchangeable in many
roles, the players require very
little. They arc free to move to
their audiences and also free to
face the responsibility of tailoring the acts to the times, places
and people. Stools and simple
props complete their equipment.
"We’re designed to play for
captive audiences," says Dr.
Brooks. "We try always to have
a universal appeal with material
that interests varied age groups."
In this small, tight, group
young actors learn many things.
Paramount among these is poise
and flexibility. In one semester
the class of 20 performs about a
dozen times, learning to adapt
material such as "Tell It Like It
Is," their current ’Snow White’
rock ’n roll show tor children.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

F 1 I

BENEFIT FOR SAN JOSE ZOO
Dinner-Dance Entertainment. Frontier
Village, Sat. May 17. Donation $7.50 per
person. Includes dinner, dancing, rides.
Adults only. Tickets available from:
Andy’s Pet Shop (The Alameda), San
Jose Zoo (Kelly Park). Weekends Only.
YOGA & MEDITATION every Tues.
morning, 8 a.m. Allen Hall Lounge. Yogi
A. Alexander. No Fee. New College
invites everyone.
GIRLS, Sign up dating service. Charm4insq40y.oung men waiting to call you. 286 FOUR CUTE Kittens need good homes.
Free call 292.9265 after 5 p.m.
FREE KITTENS - Call 272-1121. after
6 p.m. Why not?
FRIDAY FLICKS "The Professionals"
Morris Dailey May 2, 7 & 10 p.m.
AUTOMOTIVE IV
co. ’66 RIVIERA GRAN. SPORT
Full factory power incl. air cond., stereo.
.adio, tilt wheel, cruise control, and mag.
w/Pirelli tires, Verdi green w/blk
?
erior. $3295. Call 294-6711 or 292’64 CHEVY IMPALA. S.S. 283 Automatic transmission, power steering. Must
sell. Call 286-0627 between -5-10 p.m.
Good conditiort-

FEE

For schedule and applications

Dollar

Bigger

U.S. SURPbUS NAVY PEA COATS, field
jackets, bell bottom pants, leather and
suede jackets. camping supplies. HIPPIE-FASHIONS. Lace and velvet
goodies. JACK & PAT’S THIRD HAND
STORE. 375 E. Hedding. Between 8th
& 9th. Free parking. Open Sat. & Sun..
closad Mon.

FR IDA Y FLICKS "The Professionals"
Morris Dailey May 2, 7 & 10 p.m.
’SPARETIME CASH WRITING OPPOR
TUNITY. INTERESTED IN PLANNING
NATIONAL TV GAME SHOW STUNTS.
CALL WALKER 863-0077 (FOR APPT.)

"The Professionals"

Imports & Variety
Incense

JACK PA LANCE
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Friday, May 2
7:00 & 10:00
New Price - 50c
Morris Dailey
Auditorium
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PROOF READING end MANUSCRIPT
-3. Call 248.6522.
CLITINC-.
TRANSPORTATION (9)
EUROPE,

Je.

$275 315 rd.
1117 Carleton,

Classified Adv.
Office -J206
1:30 to 3:30
Tues.- Thurs.

TO4114A’,4

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

No Wands on cancelled ads. Print your ad here.
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces tor each !Ine)

Two days

Three days

Four days

Five days

1.50

2.00

2.25

2.40

2.50

4 linos

2.00

2.50

2.75

2.90

3.00

-5 lines

2.50

3.00

3.25

3.40

33.-0

3.00

3.50

3.75

3.90

4.00

..50

SO

.50
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JO

CHECK
0
0 Announcements (1)
0 Automotive (2)
0
0 For Sele (3)
0

(.

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY. Completa
custom color from $35. Call Mr. Well
?q5 9559 frsr aprt.

CLASSIFIED RATES

6 linos
Add this
amount for
each addi
hone! line

&

BABYS1TTING IN THE HOME while you
A
hbrary. Call
a.tend
,
. Mrs. B. Hepr
WILL TYPE TERm PAPERS, thenis. etc.
E-onie Metz.
287.3681.

FURNITURE table lamps, sofa, boole
rases. desks end other items. Good ron
dition. Phone 194 8774.

One day

Frann,d Glasses in Red
- 286-8795.
glasses in a tan case.
258-5223.

CUSTOM MADE Swim Suits. $7.50. You
oly 1 yd. material & i yd. liniog.
e, Hell #122 294-8741.

FOR SALF

Minimum
Three lines
One day
3 Una

LOST AND FOUND (6)
LOST, Black Ire
Case. REWARD
LOST: Pair of
REWARD. Call

.T

LEE MARVIN
BURT LANCASTER

Estrada’s

1.,:’ I 11,. 111.1,1,9’ or
ill exhibit their
arts dew,.
works throii,,,ihiut May in both
the :Slain Gallery and the Little
Gallery.
Under the supervision of faculty members in their particular specialization field, the candidates prepare the exhibitions
as partial fulfillment of the 111:0Stees degree requirements. During the display. the artist undergoes an oral exam concerning the
work.
Future candidates’ exhibitions
planned for the Main Gallery
are: Jeff Sanders, sculpture. and
Stewart Baron, paintings, May
Yukako Okudaira,
5-May 9;
paintnigs, May 12 -May 16; David
Hopper, glas.s sculpture, May 19May 23; I3ob Batten, sculpture.
May 26-May 30: and Robert
2-.Ittne 6.
I

se.

Puritan Oil Co.

10:00 SIGN OFF

Master Candidate!
To Show Works

ATTRACTIVE, OUTGOING COCKTAIL
GIRLS/HOSTESSES to work pert -time
SONY TC-660, 4 trk., 4 head Stereo in new steakhouse opening in Cupertino
PERSONALS 17)
Tape Recorder w/auto rev. Exc. cond. this week. Excellent tips. 257-6565.
New cost $625, ask $325. 286-6378.
DRIVER WANTED, ice cream vending AUTO INSURANCE. Lowest possible
FOR SALE: ’68 Honda CB 160 Exc.
route. 30.50%. 9-11 a.m. 297-4228. Full cos+. No driver rei,ed. Monthly payCond. 2500 mi. Have warranty book.
or part time.
ments. Steve Peacock Insurance. 248$400/best offer. Call 697-2071.
8944 or 354-7513.
NationCOMPLETE Ham Station: $249.
ENJOY THE WARM afternoons by visit
al NCX-3, Transceiver for ssb, cw, am HOUSING (S)
ing San Jose Zoo in Kelly Park. Call
incl. power supply & new magnetic
287-1637 for info.
microphone. Call Bob 251-1913.
LARGE STUDIO apartment available for
traveling companion wanted.
GOYA - CLASSICAL GUITAR. Better summer and fall. 1/2 blk. from campus. FEMALE
Leaving for Europe June 7th. Phone
than new! $100, case included. Call
Large office also available im- Shari - 357.6023.
Cherly 292-8785.
mediately $50 287-7387.
ABSURDITY isn’t if there’s a reason.
GUITAR: EPIPHONE Texan w/case WANTED: 2 female roommates for sum. Dial Peace of Mind. 294.3333.
mer at the Royal Lanai Apts. Call
$200. Call 353-1968 for details.
Karen Wenger, 2155 Lanai Ave. #90. DATING SERVICE. $2.00 tor life. Expert
matching 286.4540.
259.7489. Must have car.
HELP WANTED 141
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted $41.25/
SERVICES 181
mo. Royal Lanai Apts. Pool & Sauna.
Sr. or Jr. preferred. 272-0804.
FASHION DESIGNERS WANTED. EsWILL CARE FOR HOUSE
tablished Saratoga Boutique. desires FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED until
I ta.e Care
fashion designers to produce all in -vogue June to share apt. with 3 others. $37.50 Tea
of
j
or apt. June -Sept. Will pay
294.1827.
to
campus.
close
styles. If you have the ability to create
& give best care. Write Jim
NEW and DIFFERENT fashions. Call 867- LIBERAL MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. C,
’104 N. Willis Visalia, Cal. 93277
2556 or 867-1054.
Own room. $50/rno. Prefer under grad.
\TvE WILL DESIGN-your engagement
MALE IIELIEF WORKER. Part-time 48 36 So. 10th #3, 287-5402.
.
a quelty diamond at
hr. shift, pay open. Residential program
2 bdrm., furn., apt. $155
4!) Os, off the rofor MR Adults. Excellent Social Service FOR RENT:
E. )A’illiam St., San Jose. 298- ta.
495
286-0964.
mo.
Experience. Contact: Mrs. M. Roberts.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
297-6157. Hope for Retarded Children
Mester’s
Reports
Dissertations.
& Adults, Inc.
N6308W. RENTING: Large two-bdrm. apts.
EXCELLENT JOB OPPORTUNITY FOR for summer. $100-$110-$120 for 2-3-4 Marrianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
mature male over 21 seeking part-time people. 508 So. Ilth. 292-7195.
HAVE YOUR CAR
work during school year and full time FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED WASHED BY AN EXPERT!
holidays and summer. See Charlie Hunt- Span. V,Ila own bedroom (large) $42.50.
Do it yourself. ASTOR S Coin.op Autoer, mgr., SHAKEY’S PIZZA PARLOR, 17th St. Call 297-1752.
wash 732 So. Is. - 804 Lincoln.
Story and King, or call 251-1000.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, 384 E. RENT A STEREO: Or a TV from Esche’s
WANTED: 2 Male Science Majors. To
Williams, $45/mo. 292-8437.
Free delivery, free service, no contract.
assist in Psych. experiment. Pay $2.00
hr. work done on campus. April -May. FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 1 bdrm. $10.00 per month. 751-2598.
C.all Mrs. Rice 968-7548.
apt. ph. 295-7724. (in PM)
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast. acGIRLS if you’re looking for a part time FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. bdrm. curate. minor editing. Mrs. Baxter. phone
244-658 I.
job, with flexible hours & good pay, duplex. $50/mo. Call 298-4546.
don’t pass up this ad. No experience LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE? CALL WEDDING INVITATIONS $5.95/hundmd
Free cealoq and samples. Phone (416)
necessary $2.00 hr. Call 2874196.
BAY AREA ROOMMATES 327-63:2.
3211317.
WANTED: Dependable Babysitter for 9 HOUSE, 2 bdrm.
1/2 blk. to cmpus
mo. child two blocks from Campus. Call $175 per month. Call 292-9400.
TYPING. FAST, ACCURATE, EXPER286.4832.
IENCED. Will edit. 21/2 mi. from campus. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
..411WOMMtemMMIMMMOMMenall
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
terrn papers, the is, etc. Depenclao e
reasonable. 294 1313.

after all, 32.9e ethyl

VOICE

SPARTAN DAILT-Ii
11., I 1.0i,,

Spartan Daily Classifieds

’63 CORVAIR SPYDER convertible Ex.
cond. low mileage, new top, new rubber. great engine - 4 speed. Call 2872550 $425.
.1-11 TR 1 \
ANTIQUE WHITE ’61 VW bus needs
60 N. First
friend. starts and runs. however, needs
Must see to appreciate: good and
San Jose Ph. 293-1031
.. 1200. 293.1840.
’57 FORD PANEL WAGON ex. cond.
reloJilt motor and trans., new clutch.
brake job. Much more. must sell asking
5325. 287-1763.
’62 4 DR. PLYMOUTH Fury, Air Cond.
needs some work. $250. Call 296-3113
between 5-7 p.m.
1963 CORVETTE, excellent cond. red/
blk. inter. 327/250hp. 4 spd. rib, convert. must sell, $1850 low mi. 294-5846.
’59 STUDEBAKER 6 cyl.. stick, dependable, $135/offer. Also ’65 Honda 50.
$85. After 3 p.m. Call 294-0790.
’65 GTO, 4 spd., 3.2’s, Ram Air rally
equip., air shocks, reverb. Blue. black
interior. $1195 323-5728.
’66 TRIUMPH Bonneville exc. cond.
Chromed $900/best offer. Call Terry
after 3:00 p.m. 269-9539.
INTERNATIONAL, 38 passenger bus.
is pretty small, 29.9c
good tires. needs battery. runs. $100
or offer or trede. Clark 293.8004.
reg.
e%rn smaller
1957 FORD, Fairlane, 2 dr. Hardtop
V-8. Good school or work car, $150.
dully al 41.lt anti William
Call Don after 5 p.m. eves 265-1975.
’67 VW BEIGE SEDAN Excel. cond. All
new tires. $1295 or offer. Jon. 1668
East Fernando St.
’511 VW, sunroof, gas gauge, rebuilt
engine, low mileage, and 4 dents. $395.
265-1639.
MITEE QUICK ’50 Jeep panel 327
’vette, muncie 4 spd., new paint. $650.
Call 286-8321 eve.
’68 KARMAN GHIA convt. under 6,000
*********************************** ***** ******** miles. Radio. $2,100. Call 286-7840 after
5:30 p.m.
FOR SALE 68 Honda CB 160. Exc.
Cond. 2500 mi. Have warranty book.
$400’best offer. Call 697.2071.
’58 MGA good shape. Call 292-3267 or
see at 230 S. 10th.
HONDA ’64 Blue 50 cc 4,000 miles excellent condition $98. Call 251-1913.
."4"11 i.4a14tiM’
’’.414%v.)
FRIDAY FLICKS "The Professionals"
Morris Dailey May 2, 7 & 10 p.m.

9:00 FLASH IN THE PAN

297-9176

have

sale in the Student Affairs Busi-

8:00 BLACK SMOKE WITH
PACE AND ROBINSON

190 S. 1st Street

arrangements

dance or both.

6:10 JIM REIFSCHNEIDER

the San Jose area.

aus**********************

been made so tickets rnay be

6:05 LOCAL AND CAMPUS
NEWS

of psychedelic posters in

now be purchased separtely.

the buffet,

6:00 WORLD NEWS

We have the largest selection

iIrons 9-5
other

people would be unable to attend

KSJS Log

Water Pipes
Earrings

nally sold in a package deal, may
Due to complaints that some

Chopin lovers take note! There
%sill be a recital of a selection
of Chopin Sunday at First Christian Church, 80 S. 5th St. at 2
p.m.
John Mayhew, concert pianist,
will perform four selections on
stage in the church’s Ftecital
Hall. The program %sill be "Fenn.
Preludes. Op. 28:" preludes in B
flat Minor, C sharp minor, and
B minor. These scherzos will be
followed by "Impromptu in A
Flat, Op. 29."
Mayhew. a former pupil of
John Delevoryas, asociate professor of music, is an SJS sophomore, exploratory major.
.

RADIO

’***********************t
**
**
Wedding
**
*0
Photography
,I.
**
:
to fit your budget
ic .
.
*
:V1110 s Photography:
**
*
*
Color Lab
tomorrow’s dinner- :Custom
4,4, .

International Ball,
Dinner -Dance
Tickets On Sale

Art Exhibit Opens
Triton Museum
tAi
An exhibition by Jean Wein-

7:00 CAMPUS

T1101,1,
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31 VISTA Suggestions

Answer Not Sermons

’Work To Hold City Accountable for Drunks’
EDITOR’S NOTE: Thie is the se.
ot
two article% (emcee-nine sari .1»,..’s akidrovi winter. Today’a article describe%
VISTA volunteer Ray Perron’e suggete
Dorm to help the alcoholics In the St.
J1LIIItt Park-san Jose Resew) MissIon
area.
ti

Ity St’sAN (ALE
Daily Staff Writer
"We must work to hold the city accountable for the condition and treatment of :deo-

,. holies," said Ray Perron, VISTA volunteer
who has studied the San Jose skid -row wino’s
life for the past month.
Perron has lived with the winos and walked
the St. James Park -Rescue Mission awe
!meets at all hours to find out ’what comprises a drunk’s life.
"Hopelessness and dejection make up their
life." Perron said. They live froln Lamle to

hottle and are caught up in a cyclic chain
from skid-row to jail to skid-row, according
to Perron.
"San Jose citizens ignore them. The police
waste valuable man-hours anesting and releasing them, The clergy chastises them, and
the welfare office lectures them. But they
still are on the streets in growing numbers,"
Perron said.
"We’ve got to get out of stagnant committees and come up with some positive
action," Perron said.
Perron’s first objective is to recruit key
alcoholic leadership. "We want people who
are sober for long enough periods of time
who can inspire action in their alcohidie
friends," he said.
Organization from within the alcoholie
community will be supplemented by soup lines
un First Street and a community type flop
house.

1,4.1111
establish a house, or any
fa)
e that will feed, rehabilitate, and one,
an alcoholic. There are such facilities
riaw but they can only handle 30 people at
most. We are talking about 1,000 to 2.000
skid -row alcoholics," Perron said.
There are many advantages to a combination soup and flop house, according to Perron.
"We would not only have a coherent alcoholic, but a very responsive one sympathetic
to our program. We would decrease his mobility, by furnishing food, housing, and a job,
and therefore have an alcoholic capable of
expounding his situation, and needs to the
city," Petron said.
"More important, the organization would be
one of alcoholics helping alcoholics," Perron
sa id.
Perion’s ease study has 31 suggestions to
deal with alcoholism in San Jose.
Included in his suggestions is a Committee
of Involved Alcoholics ICIA) whose mem-

Council Invites
Clark, Muzzy
To Band Talks

By JUDY RICKARD
Daily Staff %Vetter
San Jose States’ College Union Prograin Board (CLIP13) spent $64,000 of
your student body funds this year.
Whitt did you get for it?
A good bargain, according to board
chairman Barry Bonifas and program
director Mary Hudzikiwiecz.
Programs this year have included
dances, lectures, rock and classical
music groups, films Judy Collins, Dr.
Timothy Leaty, Alex Haley, Vincent
Price, and a special week-long event
- - "Festival of Contemporary Arts."
Dr. Eugene Schoenfeld (Berkeley
Barb’s Dr. Hippocrates), singing rabbi
Francisco
San
Shlomo Carleback,
Mime Troupe, Dr. James Pike and
folksinger Rick Masten will be included with others in the rest of this
semester’s progiamming.
The current program board, 11 students, was appointed by A.S. Pres.
Dick Miner, who also appointed Softiies. College Union Director Ron Barrett and Mrs. Hudzikiwiecz seme as
ZURISerS 10 the group.
students on the program board

Council then froze the remaining
money budgeted to the band, since it
no longer existed at that point. They
later unfroze the account because it
only contained money for a scholarship viltich should have already been
veld.
At Monday’s meetine. Dr W clibson
Walters, chairman or th. \les... Dereertment, gave justificatiens tor the
Music Department’s budget. Al the
same meeting Larry Marks, pep band
director, spoke on financial needs.
Earlier this month, council set aside
$10,249 in a special reserve account
for the varsity newel-eye; ;est ee,
bands, setting today as a deadline tor
response as to continuitig the tw.)
te mite

Last month the Music Department
described the $10.249 as "inadequate"
and notified Dr. Dudley Moorhead,
chairman of the Sch)..il .)t Humanities and Arts, of the 5111,ie Department’s intention to remove the marching and pep bands from the official
college catalogue.
Council members indicated the $10,
249 is all the A.S. money available and
the bands should find additional funds
from the Alumni Association. Spartan
Foundation, community support Or
other means.

person before entrance into the institution,"
Perron said.
An alcoholic who had served three sentences at Elmwood said, "As far as the Elmwood work farm goes, it’s only a jail facility."
Another alcoholic called it a "boy’s farm."
"At the Mission, Elmwuod, the jail or court,
the good White father exorcises the wino,
punishes, or treats him, and puts him back
on the street for another recurrence," Perron
said.
"Institutions treat the alcoholic) as if he
were wrong, failing to consider that it is not
the person but the circumstances that make
him that way," Perron said.
’’We want to start an active campaign
against alcoholism on the scale that V.D. is
publicized," Perron said. "We can channel
these efforts through the local institutions
such as hospitals, offices of private physicians,
medical schools, and the public health department," Perron suggested.

College Union Program Board
Spends $64,000 for Activities

Today’s Student
eeil meeting
,
promises gr., t tt
troversy
1: tert D.
and confront
icine inieetor; and
Clark; Rowe
Dr. David G. Barry, interim acting
executive vice president. have liven invited to discuss the band’s buihret
Muzzy had previously a
Marching band because
mantis, which included nett 1.11111./1’11,,
were not met in a tentative budget.

If the music and band personnel feel
the $10,249 is not enough and 11.411Sf.
to accept it, council hits resolved to
revert the reserve money back into
the general fund.

bers have "reached sobriety or who are trying to maintain sobriety." It will be a liaison
between the alcoholic and social services.
Perron also wants to establish a committee
of concerned clergy in the downtown area.
Perron’s committees will go before the citY
council and the Board of Supervisors tu demonstrate the needs of alcoholics.
Admittance policies of institution.s such as
Agnew State Ilospital, San Jose Hospital, and
the Alcoholic Rehabilitation Center should be
clarified. according to Perron.
An alcoholic put the institutional policy of
admittance very clearly to Perron. "It depends’ on the digestive system of the person
who admits you. If he ate melba toast for
breakfast, you’ll never be admitted. But if he
had sausage and eggs, you’ll be admitted
immediately."
Agnew State Hospital will not admit alcoholics now, according to Perron. ’’A doctor
must eonfirm you’re a M I [mentally ill’

1

SURMOUNTING the poor weather, this student is shown casting his vote
in this year’s election which promises to break +he all-time record of 5,712
in 1967. Students were standing in hordes to vote, with 30 and more counting to voice +heir selection. The election was one of the dirties+ in SJS history, with charges thrown with reckless abandon. Candidates’ reputations
were folded, bended and mutilated in the campaign which drew the voters.

CIR Sensitivity Encounter
At Fountain on Saturday
Hie last all-day Communications-in Residence ICIR) encottnter for this
semester will be held Saturday begin-

1...11ew Sriep
Leningrad University
el/aeon.’ class takes a turn
William Mandel’, )’enieniperary :,) ) )
for women when ihwhelle Ziegler VW 1/111
life at Leningrad Uni
versity from a woman’s point of vice\ holight :it 7 in S164.
Miss Ziegler,
U.C. a.1 Berkeley graduate student, spent a year al t:he
Rtissian university under a cultural exchange agreement. She will discuss
life and antics in a Russian women’s dormitory and show slides of Leningrad.

Festival of Madness
The month of M.e. e
iit in ioday with a festival of
,
Madness sponsored by the
). College
and Allen Hall from 1 p.m.
)
invit.,1, and there is no adto 1 a.m. The volleee eonmitinit). end
mi.s.sion charge to the event in freni of Allen Hall.

Hertzberg Theory
1.1.01\ 111..11 .11111 job enrichment will be
A film on Hertzberg theery
shown at tonight’s American Institute id Industrial Engineers (AIllei
meeting in the Royal Lanai !tee-Room, 2155 Lanai Avenue at 8 p.m.
John Gibes, area personnel supervisor for the Pacific Telephone and
Telegraph company, will be the featured speaker.
The meeting is open to all industrial engineers and their guests.

JASO Displays
A Japanese Culture Exhibition.
et many activities planned for International week, will be presented tomorrow by JASO, the Japanese and
American Students Organization.
The display program, being held in Cafeteria B from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
will feature color travel films eti rattan, caligraphy and origami presentation.s.
A judo exhibition. a Kende. el and naginate demonstration, a sword
dance, and a Japanese : lane() will be performed in front of the
eafeteria from 1 t). jai),

Barn Dance
Have you ever denced with
eiev" ale] ’wahine Spartans mieht be twostepping with Old MaeDonald’s furry friends at Alpha Phi Omega’s Barn
Dance Saturday at 8 p.m. at the Templeton Stables.
Admission is $1.30 for individuals and $2.00 per couple. Tickets are available from John R. Poimiroo at 433 S. Seventh St.. Apt. 2.

ing at 9 a.m. at SJS. Members of the
college community should meet at the
fountain at 9 a.m.
"Encounter and SensitivityPanacea
or Poppycock?" is the theme of this
CIR. There will Ix a 75 cent donation
which includes dinner. Tickets are
available throughout the week on Seventh Street. Participants should bring
their own lunch.
"The format will be a panel, noncommunication,
sensitivity

verbal

awareness exercises followed by small
encounter groups which will take place
around various parts of the campus,"
Warren Blumenfeld, CIR spokesman,
said.
"We are expecting at least 120 people, although we have room for an unlimited number," Blumenfeld said.
The panel will include Dr. Ted Balgooyen, professor of Speech -Communication who hits recently completed a
sabbatical leave which involved studying the theories of group encounter
experience at the Esalen Institute and
the Western Behavorial Sciences Institute, John Swanson, a graduate assistant in the New College, will also
participate in the panel.

Church Leaders
SAN FRANCISCO
- Church leaders, meeting as an aftermath to an
outbreak

between

police

and

Black

Panthers Monday in the F’illmore district, urged Mayor Joseph Allot
terday

to create

a

yes-

new community

committee to deal with a
"climate of fear, suspicion and growing

relations

hate" among minority groups,

Business Course
On Soviet Union
Added to Schedule
"The Administration of Trade and
Industry in the Soviet Union" (Bus.
196), a study in the policies, practices
and consequences of Soviet administration in trade and industry, has been
added to the fall semester, 1969,
course schedule.
It will not appear in the class
schedule given to students at registration time this semester. It is open to
any upper division student.
Scott Norwood, professor of business,
will teach the class in ED422. The
course number is 2131.
The course will consist of a combination of lectures, discussions, slides
and commentary. It is not, however,
open to students who have previously
completed Bus. X133.1.

films, lectures.
specialize in areas
art gallery, performing arts and social
events.
Their suggestions for programs are
presented at weekly informal meetings
in the CUPB office in the College
Union.
Bonifas said the board "tries to interest students with veiled programming."
Students have complained that SJS’
program.s aren’t big mune e,ntertainers.
Two problems create this situation
money and facilities.
Top performers charge fees starting
at $10,000. Big natne bands charge
prices of $7,500 and more, making
costs prohibitive. "We feel it is best
to offer events free or at a nominal
charge to students," Mrs. Hudzikiwiecz
said.
All money budgeted cannot be spent
on programming. Related costs such as
publicity, supplies, salaries for projectionists, and overtime payment for
maintenance men are figured into the
funds, too.
Campus facilities for large events
are limited. The maximum seating
capacity of Morris Dailey Auditorium
is a crowded 1,080. The Men’s Gym,
which can seat 2,600, is relatively unavailable because of athletic events.
The Women’s Gym, which could seat
more, is not available for such programming.
Civic Auditorium and the fairgrounds facilities are too costly and
often booked up for a year or more in
advance.
Expanded facilities in the new College Union, scheduled for dedication
next fall, will create more opportunities for different types of programming.
The new Union will include a good
dance floor, facilities for showing
movies, art gallery and area for an
artist -in-residence, music listening
rooms and a browsing library.
A new games committee will set up
programs for bridge, chess, billiards
and bowling tournaments.
"We’d like to have more than 100
students involved in organizing and
next
programs
presenting various
year," Mrs. Hudzikiwieez said.
budget
Next year’s program board
allocation, $70,000, provides for an -

Eastern Campuses Are
Rocked With Trouble
broke a relatively
tr011ble
NON
pc)aceful spring at Columbia University
Wednesday as members of the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS1
seized two buildings on the New York
campus.
Student unrest ebbing and flowing
across the nation continued to wash
over New York’s City University.
There was tmuble at Queens College
as the 20,000-student City College remained closed.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology banned temporarily any new
classified research at two governmentlaboratories. Students had
otiented
questioned NIIT’s ties with government agencies.
The ban applies to Lincoln and Instrumentation La’boratories which have
contracts with the Defense Department and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
At Columbia, SDS students took over
the mathematics building before classes

ticipated expanded programming. This
amount represents the third largest
budgeted area fer A.S. funds.
"the new student govBonifas
ernment will ’,eh:). the importance of
CUPI3 has presented
the everes
this yen. and v ill centinue and expand
their support,"
He added that "there has been an
increasing problem with departments
submitting requests for financial support of ptograms of their choice."
Minns explained that the CUPB is
"entrusted by A.S. Council with money
to be allocated to recognized student
organizations for programs. However,
departments are beginning to request
money, too, and we don’t have the
funds." He thinks the state should support the programs of the departments.
"VVe’re always willing to help campus groups and organizations with progiams. However. it may not always be
possitee to supely financial support."
Mrs. Huclzikiwieez concluded.
Stoclents interested in serving on
next year’S CUPS may contact Bonifas
or Mrs. Iludzikiwieez in the College
Union, room 1A, Monday through Friday frotn 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Psychedelic Poet
To Lead, Conduct
Outdoor Happening
Toby Lurie, psychedelic Santa Barbara poet who experiments in creative
poetry, will lead an outdoor "poetic
happening" today at 12:30 p.m. by the
fountain. The event is sponsored by
Associated Students and College Union
Program Board,
Lurie describes his poetry as "a
blend of all the elements of music,
except actual melody," including form,
rhythm, repetition and dynamics.
The Seattle native, a former musician, created "construction poetry" or
"measured space" to vitalize poetry,
which he disliked. "Poetry," he said,
"should be sixiken, not read."
Lurie’s poetry is "spoken music,
placing poetry in the vocal chords,
where it. belongs."
chant
Audience participation
accompanies Lurie’s speakpoetry
ing. The poet leads and conducts his
audience like an orchestra, "improvising along with them."
His book, "Measured Space," was
published last year. A new LP record,
this
"Word Trips," was released
winter.

began. After a midday rally, others
marched behind red flags and occupied Fayerweather Hall.
A Columbia University spokesman
said the seizure of the mathematics
building was "clearly in violation" of
a temporary restraining order banning
such act.ion. Apparently the Fayerweather Hall incident violated the
same court order.
The university plans a student referendum on the use of court orders
on campus and has put off seeking a
permanent court order.

Research Help
In conjunction with a researeh story,
an interview with a college coed who
has had an abortion is desired. Persons
may telephone Carol Grinager at 2874436 if they are willing to help. All
information concerning identity will be
kept confidential,

TOBY LURIE ...
... ’poet happening’

